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KUNIO SHINOHARA AND TATSUO TANAKA Department of Chemical Process Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan
A new device has been developed to convey particles through a duct with air or gas.
The pneumatic apparatus has an air box under a porous plate on which many inclined parallel plates are attached to orientate and convey particles from one cell to the next cell with air or gas. Thus, particles can be transported upwards as well as downwards. The average residence time or the apparent passing velocity of particles, the pressure drop of air or gas, and the power required to convey solids are investigated by apply- 
Devised Apparatus and Method of Operation
The new device is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The pneumatic device is made up of an air box, a filter plate, and many vinyl chloride plates attached on the filter and two parallel sides which form a guide for particles as well as gas. The principle of transport is that air coming through the filter blows up solids along the inclined plates and thus particles are oriented enough to move from one cell to the next cell. It isjust like a series of inclined fluidized beds connected side by side along the filter.
Solid material, therefore, steps forward as if going upstairs step by step with air.
From this behaviour, we call the present transport device "Pneumatic Escalator" or "Pneu-E scalator" from now on.
Experimental equipment, as shown in Fig. 2 , comprises a hopper to feed solids at constant rate of flow through an orifice, a rotameter to measure flow rate of air, a manometer filled with water to detect air pressure difference between the air box and the atmosphere, and two compressors to supply compressed air, besides the Pneumatic Escalator itself. Secondly, an orifice was set on the hopper and particles were supplied from the hopper to the inlet of the Pneu-Escalator at known constant mass flow rate. Particles were conveyed with air and soon attained steady state.
Then the flow rate of air was adjusted to be the same as before with a pressure reducing valve, and the total pressure drop across the filter and particles
was measured with the manometer. Finally, air supply from the compressors was stopped to get holdup of particles within the cells simultaneously as solids supply was stopped by cutting the particles stream from the hopper with the breaker.
The holdup was weighed with a balance after emptying t he Pneu-Escalator onto a tray. This series of operations was repeated by changing the apparent air velocity, the feed rate of particles from the hopper and the inclination angle of the filter with each Pneumatic Escalator.
Fundamental Considerations
From the viewpoint both of engineering and of industry, the apparent passing velocity of particles or average residence time of particles, the pressure drop due to conveying solids, and the critical or minimum air velocity for solids transport would be of main concern. Thus, they were analyzed in relation to the geometrical dimensions of the PneuEscalator, material properties of particles and gas and operational conditions. The blockage points of transport could be considered to correspond to the minimumvoid fraction, £m, of flowing particles within the cells. Then the minimum passing velocity of particles, Vm, is written by Eq. (3) as
where n is the number of cells and 5 is the effective side view area of particle bed in the cell of which free surface could be considered horizontal. Hence, n and 5 are given, respectively, by
Putting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4) gives
Equating Vm in Eq. (7) Hence, from Eqs. (3), (10) and (ll), the total pressure drop of air across the filter and particles, Pt, is given as the sum ofPp and Pf by p_ F(D+b) sm(dp+0f) j_
where VandUare related to one another by Eq.(l).
Transporting power Transporting power, T, is generally given as the product of total pressure drop, Pt, and volumetric flow rate of air, Q, across the filter and particle bed. Thus, the power required to convey particles at passing velocity, V, through the Pneumatic Escalator can be estimated by using Eqs. (5) and (12) as
where Uis related to Vby Eq.(l). Eq. (13) 
Here, the dimensionless function of<j>\{0p, 0f) in Eq.(l) was experimentally found appropriate to be divided into two separate functions, cos(#p+#/) and sin#p. 
where Sm= 0.66 was adopted for all the data to correlate (Um/fgD) calculated from Eq. (15) with the blockage data. Fig. 7 It could also be pointed out by observation that at considerably high air velocity, say, more than 200 cm/sec, particles were inclined to be blown off at longer distance along the guide of parallel sides or the filter plate, and the particle bed within the cell was apt to be composed of two phases different in bulk density of particles, just as in a fluidized bed. In the present experiment, however, the gross behaviour of particles was investigated within the range of rather small air velocity and thus the entrainment effect of air could be neglected. Two-phase flow within the cell will be discussed later in connection with the pressure drop of air through particles.
It can be seen in Fig. 6 that Eq. (14) is valid to represent the average passing velocity of particles through the Pneu-Escalator. As mentioned before, the minimum transport velocity of air was assumed to be related directly to the minimum voidage of the particle bed within the cell.
As a result, Fig. 7 shows satisfactory accord in the relationship between Eq.(15) and the blockage data.
Though they are rather spread, the movement of particle mass was then actually unstable within the Pneu-Escalator.
In fact, the voidage of the powder
mass is not a first-order physical property of particles, but the minimum voidage to convey particles could roughly be considered numerically constant as the result of collision and friction among particles and cell walls.
With respect to blockage of particles, channeling phenomena should also be taken into account.
In other words, there should be a limit to the ratio of the length of the inclined plate to the distance between the two parallel inclined plates.
Channeling phenomena will occur in the extreme case of the short plate which inclines at small angle against the filter plate and is considerably apart from the next parallel inclined plate. Hence, the channeling effect might, for instance, be expressed as a function proportional tothe ratio of the shortest distance, A, between the filter plate and the upper end of the inclined plate within a cell to the plate length, /. Then the channeling factor, Ec, could geometrically be written as EC=K3\ sin2dp +(cosdp-
Is\ndv
As long as Ais larger than l-sindp or costf^^D/lsindp, Eq. (16) to a satisfactory extent, and that it gives a rather larger or safer value than the actual Pp required. Fig. 5 shows that Eq.(l l) holds satisfactorily within the range of the present experiment, say values of less than 20 for Reynolds number (dfpUlp) in which df is the diameter of particles of the filter plate. As a result, it is also shown that the total pressure drop of air to convey particles, Pt, can be represented in good accord by Eq. (12), which shows good accuracy especially within the range of small air velocity. As for the power required to convey solids, T, Eq. (13) is valid in practice, as shown in Fig. 8 The apparent passing velocity of solids through the Pneumatic Escalator increases with apparent air velocity through the filter plate, feed rate of solids, and decreasing angle of the inclined filter.
The minimum transport velocity of air increases with feed rate of solids and inclination angle of the filter. The pressure drop of air across particles increases with inclination angle of the filter, feed rate of solids, and decreasing air velocity. The transporting power required increases with feed rate of solids, inclination angle of the filter and apparent air velocity or the particle passing velocity. Secondly, from the geometrical point of view: Smaller width of vertical parallel sides, smaller length of the inclined plate, larger distance between the inclined plated and smaller angle between the inclined plate and the filter gives a larger passing velocity of solids. There is, however, a limit among these dimensions which is unknown at present. Thirdly, from the viewpoint of material properties: Larger diameter and density of particle results in a lower passing velocity of particles and requires larger transporting power due to higher pressure drop and velocity of air. Larger density and viscosity of air gives a larger velocity of particles. Thus, the pressure drop of air across particles becomes smaller, but the pressure drop of air across the filter plate becomes larger.
Consequently, the final equations of passing velocity of particles, pressure drop of air and transport power are valid in practice, including the minimum transport velocity of air and particles.
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Authors wish to express great thanks to Messrs. Ogasawara, Hanasaki, Saito and Nakamura for their experimental work. However, most industrial dusts contain relatively large particles for which the gravitational force should be taken into account. In this work, a gravitational term is introduced into the equation of particle motion and theoretical separation efficiency curves are calculated.
Numerous studies have been made of the relation between separation efficiency and inertia parameter.
In this work, the mechanism of a cascade impactor is studied from the point of view of the relation between separation efficiency, inertia parameter and dimensionless settling velocity due to gravity.
As the calculated and experimental results are in good agreement, the model appears to be a valid approximation of the separation mechanism of a cascade impactor affected by particle gravity.
A method of particle size analysis using a cascade impactor and incorporating this gravitational effect is proposed. 
